
RR-135.01
Building Area: (sf)
24,500

Cost per Square Foot: 
$260/sf

Construction Cost
$6,400,000

Date of Completion:
June 2019

Program Summary:
Full exterior and interior restoration and renovation of the late 
nineteenth century McDonogh #30 schoolhouse into multi-family 
apartments and commercial space. 

Program Statement:
Originally constructed in 1894, the building served as a primary 
school for the Third Ward of New Orleans, a function it held for 
nearly half a century. In the late 1980s it was purchased by New 
Orleans’ first African American radio station and converted into 
offices, recording studios, and event space. Over the years the 
building’s late Victorian style façade was removed and the interior 
underwent significant architectural changes. For nearly 20 years, the 
building sat vacant and blighted, in various states of deterioration.

The design calls for the restoration of the building to its original 1894 
exterior appearance and schoolhouse plan, including the 
classrooms, central corridors and grand staircase. The classrooms 
are transformed into twelve, ideal-sized, 1-bedroom apartments by 
placing a nuanced “Box for Living” in the center of each space. 
These Boxes contain the essential components for modern day living 
including: a kitchen, bathroom, wardrobe, entertainment unit, 
laundry, mechanical closet, and lofted bonus room. In addition, the 
ground and attic floors of the building are utilized for new program. 
Low ceiling heights and base flood elevation challenges are 
overcome on the ground floor, transforming the aboveground 
basement into revenue generating commercial space. In the 
capacious attic, creative design solutions provide natural light and 
views for two additional apartments. 



RR-135.02
RESTORED EXTERIOR

This highly distinctive neighborhood 
landmark was originally built in 1894 
to house the McDonogh #30 School. 
The exuberant late Victorian design 
was a lively confection of Italianate, 
Romanesque, Eastlake, and Neo-
classical elements and details.

Italianate style elements include 
decorative cast-iron segmental and 
round head openings, a richly 
shaped parapet at the front, and 
paneled pilasters. Romanesque 
elements include round turret-like 
corner elements with castellated 
conical turret caps. Eastlake details 
are found in the richly spindled 
entrance porch. Finally, a Neo-
classical entablature with bands of 
pronounced swags adorn the brick 
parapet along the street facades.  

Through extensive research of 
historic photographs, news paper 
articles, reports, personal accounts, 
and surviving physical evidence, the 
design team was able to document 
the history of the building and 
develop an accurate picture of the 
original 1894 appearance in order to 
complete a total restoration of the 
exterior.
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RR-135.03
RESTORED EXTERIOR

There are two distinct treatments for 
the façades. The two sides facing 
the streets are more decorative with 
a parapet, entablature, metal hoods, 
and rose-colored mortar, while the 
sides facing the internal property 
lines were stripped of ornamentation 
and have cream-colored mortar.

The glass block on the ground floor 
was removed and a new storefront 
system was installed to replicate the 
original condition of an open crawl 
space. 
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RR-135.04
RESTORED CENTRAL HALL

The original central hall ran about 
two-thirds of the building’s depth, 
with classrooms originally disposed 
along its sides and rear. The hallway 
originally had beaded board wood 
wainscot, hardwood floors, with a 
simple picture and crown molding 
trim at the ceilings.  Classroom 
entrances had paneled doors with 
transoms above. In the middle of the 
hall was an open stair leading from 
the second floor to the third floor.

When the current owners purchased 
the building, the original central hall 
was stripped down to the studs. The 
combination of historic photographs 
and a few salvaged door casements 
enabled the design team to replicate 
in-kind the original door, stair and 
trim details of the central hall. Fixed 
doors were placed in original 
locations where access to the 
apartments was not needed and a 
new elevator was placed at the rear 
of the hall. Slight modifications in the 
transoms and handrails were made 
in order to meet life safety codes. 

Central Hall (circa 1950) Central Stair (2019)

Central Hall (2019)



RR-135.05
RESTORATION PROCESS

When purchased by the current 
owners, the building was in a long 
state of disrepair. The existing roof 
had major damage which 
deteriorated the interior wood 
structure. Most of the interior had 
been stripped of all historic fabric. 
Over the years, the exterior masonry 
walls had been repaired with a 
cement mortar not compatible with 
the original mortar. The entire 
parapet and entablature was missing 
and original wood windows and 
metal hoods were in poor condition.

The restoration process involved 
repointing the entire exterior façade 
with a mortar mix that matched the 
appearance, color, texture, pattern, 
and structural mix of the original. A 
new brick parapet was constructed 
and a lightweight GFRC entablature 
was fabricated to replicate the 
original detailing. Great care was 
taken to catalogue and salvage the 
original wood window frames, 
sashes, and rounded metal hoods. 
Ninety percent of the frames and 
sashes were repaired while the 
remaining ten percent were milled to 
match the existing. New laminated 
glazing was installed in the original 
sashes to improve safety and add 
sound insulation.

The original central hall framing was 
kept, and new classroom demising 
walls were constructed according to 
their original locations. 

New GFRC Entablature

Central Hall Restoration

Front Façade Restoration

Window Restoration



RR-135.06
ADAPTIVE RE-USE CONCEPT

The Schoolhouse takes an additive 
approach toward adaptive re-use.  
The locations of the historic 
classroom demising walls are 
maintained and a nuanced “Box for 
Living” is placed in the center of 
each room.  



RR-135.07
ADAPTIVE RE-USE CONCEPT

The Boxes are stamped into the 
center of each historic classroom 
and contain the essential 
components for modern day living 
including: a kitchen, bathroom, 
wardrobe, entertainment unit, 
laundry, mechanical closet, and 
lofted bonus room.  

By centering the Boxes in the old 
classrooms, the space that faces the 
kitchen becomes the living room and 
the space facing the wardrobe 
becomes the bedroom.

All services (mechanical, electrical, 
and plumbing) are routed within the 
walls of the boxes, making efficient 
use of duct, pipe, and wire runs.

Level 2 Plan

Box for Living Upper Storage Components Bathroom & Loft

Kitchen

Bath

Wardrobe
Laundry/Mech



RR-135.08
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

Typical 1-bedroom apartment with 
kitchen and living room in the 
foreground and bedroom beyond the 
Box.

The Boxes were conceived as pure, 
minimalist cubes placed inside the 
historic classrooms.

Upper storage on all sides of the Box 
are accessed by a traveling ladder.

Custom, perforated wood panels 
were designed to allow air intake to 
the mechanical units and linear 
diffusers were tucked into a 
recessed area above the boxes.  



RR-135.09
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

Typical 1-bedroom apartment with 
the bedroom in the foreground and 
the living room beyond the Box.

The side of the Box facing the 
bedroom provides two full height 
closets, a dresser, and a flexible 
shelving/entertainment nook.  Upper 
storage cabinets are accessed by 
the traveling ladder.



RR-135.10
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT

Upper left photo:
Each Box contains a lofted bonus 
room with a window facing the living 
room.

Upper right photo:
The bedrooms can be closed off 
from the living rooms via two full 
height pocket doors that slide into 
the boxes when not in use.

Lower left photo:
A traveling ladder provides access to 
upper storage and the loft.

Lower right photo:
The bathrooms and the kitchens 
were envisioned as spaces that were 
carved out of the boxes revealing a 
white center with black accents.



RR-135.11
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT

This unique 2-bedroom apartment 
provides access to the top of the 
Eastlake porch on the front facade.  
The Box is elongated to provide 
amenities to each of the bedrooms 
beyond.



RR-135.12
ATTIC UNIT #1

Two 2-bedroom units were designed 
to take advantage of the attic space 
under the high gable roof.

Discrete skylights were added to 
allow natural light into each of the 
rooms.



RR-135.13
ATTIC UNIT #2

A galley kitchen with matching, 
custom bench seating takes 
advantage of the space under the 
sloping ceiling.



Project Name:
The Schoolhouse

Project Location:
2228 Gravier St,
New Orleans, LA 70130

Owner/Client:
LM Development

Architect(s) of Record:
(names and addresses)
Rome Office
400 North Peters St, suite 212
New Orleans, LA 70130

Project Team:
Melissa Rome
Brian Rome
Mollie Burke
Gustavo Rodas

Landscape Architect:
Spackman, Mossop, and Michaels

Consultants:
M&P: Howell Consultants
E: Jolly Consultants
S&C: PACE Group
Historic Preservation: Fricker Historic Preservation Services
Specifications: LO Specs

General Contractor:
CDW
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Credit Slide

This slide will not be seen 
by the judges.  It replaces 
what in past years has 
been in the sealed 
envelope.

Please fill out the 
information requested to 
the left.  As with other 
slides please set the 
correct Entry Number 
above; OK to leave slide# 
as “x”

Some of this information 
will be added to the slides 
when used for the Awards 
Presentation at the AIA 
Louisiana Convention.

Note: on this slide if you 
run out of space please 
adjust font size as 
necessary or move more 
information to the second 
column.

Please submit 2 Power 
Point Submissions on CD  
as indicated on the 
instructions sent to you with 
your entry number (one 
w/credit slide and one 
without).

Photographer(s):
(please list which specific slides get credited to each 
photographer(s) listed). 
Earl K. Long Library Special Collections
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